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Résumé
This comprehensive ceramics source book and instructional guide has been revised and expanded to include a survey of historical and contemporary ceramics and new material on the ceramics of Japan. Other chapters new to this edition concentrate on basic design in ceramics, kiln operation and construction, and mass production methods. Features of the first edition such as illustrated sections on techniques, characteristics of glaze chemicals, the glossary, and the appendix, have been retained. -- AATA
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Chapter 5 of Ceramics A Potter's Handbook by Glenn Nelson and Richard Burkett is all about the ceramics studio. Covering anything from clay bodies to health and safety, this section is a compilation of information on the basics of any ceramics studio. The chapter begins with information on the basic structure of all pottery, which is what makes up the clay body used, and what elements are up for consideration when making one. The chapter begins by explaining that clay is rarely fitting for use without mixing it with other clays to create a workable clay body. There are certain additions to mak All of these pottery books can be purchased on Amazon. The name of the book will link you to the related Amazon page for purchasing. We have listed 91 different pottery books, so see how many you own and let us know in the comments ©. Wheel Throwing. – Mastering the Potter's Wheel – Ben Carter – Pottery on the Wheel for Beginners – Steve McDonald – Pottery for Beginners: The Art of Wheel Throwing – George Sifounios – Throwing Pottery Techniques Revealed – Mary Chappelhow. Simple Textured Pottery Decoration Techniques : Chattering the Clay. Pottery Decoration Techniques: Easy as ABC Ingleton Pottery shows a video of a very easy but effective pottery decoration technique to add some texture to… The Ceramic School May 30, 2018. 0 Comments. Ceramics & Pottery: Techniques, Tutorials, and Resources. Pottery Tips -- This site is a fabulous in-depth resource for learning how to work with clay. You'll find many "How To" articles with photos detailing each step, tips for firing and glazing, videos demonstrating ceramic techniques, and some great clay projects for kids. Get ready to be inspired! Ceramic Arts Network -- A wealth of ceramic resources: clay and glaze recipes, how-to videos, charts, handouts, and many useful tips for throwing, handbuilding, firing, and glazing. The Craft and Art of Clay: A Complete Potter's Handbook Stunningly beautiful color photographs and detailed instructions for handbuilding techniques and wheel-throwing as well as decorative treatments and glaze applications.